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CP violation and DI51/2 enhancement inK decays
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We studyCP-conserving andCP-violating K0→pp andK0→ppg decays, using the same techniques
which explain theDI51/2 enhancement of the former to also exploreCP violation of the latter transitions. If
CP violation is driven by theWWg vertex, we show that directCP violation in KL→ppg is scaled to the
s→dg E1 quark transition and the latter issuppressedby the GIM mechanism~compatible with recent
experiments!. In the same spirit, the dominantDI51/2 enhancement ofCP-conserving kaon weak decays can
be scaled to ans→d quark transition which isenhancedby the GIM mechanism.

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 13.20.Eb
I. INTRODUCTION

It is an observed fact@1# that the weak decays of neutra
kaons have two striking features:DI51/2 enhancement and
alsoCP violation. Within the past few years, experimen
@1–3# have begun to suggest thatdirect CP violation ~CPV!
in K0→pp and also inK0→ppg decays may be~insignifi-
cantly! small. In that case CPV may still occur in kaon fir
order weak~FOW! transitions, and then extended witho
further CPV via second order weak~SOW! K0-K̄0 mixing.
Since in fact FOW neutral kaon decays are observed to
DI51/2 enhanced whether or notCP is conserved, it may
be possible to construct a theory enhancing FO
CP-conservingDI51/2 KS→pp and ppg decays while
suppressing FOWKL→pp andppg CPV transitions, yet
allowing SOW K0-K̄0 mixing to proceed in a norma
CP-conserving manner. In this paper we develop such
~hadronic! program, but always expressed in a quark mo
chiral framework.

We begin in Sec. II by reviewing recent experimen
CPV findings and then couching them in the language
unitarity and also chiral Lagrangians. Next in Sec. III w
discuss aCP-conserving quark model~based on ans→d
transition! which not only recovers the observed kao
DI51/2 FOW amplitudes due to Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maia
~GIM! enhancement, but also explains SOWK0-K̄0 mixing
and correctly predicts theKL-KS mass differenceDmLS .
This includes an analysis linking the FOW decay rate
KS to the SOWDmLS via unitarity withDmLS linked to the
square of the quarks→d weak transition.

Then in Sec. IV we return toCP violation ~CPV! for the
neutral kaon system. The same quark model of Sec. III
now coupled to a nonstandard CPV vertexWWg in turn is
shown to give an unobservably smalls→dg direct CPV am-
plitude due to GIMsuppressionas one expects from the CPV
smallKL→ppg decay of Sec. II. Finally in Sec. V we sug
gest how such a quark picture can generate a CKM ma
which roughly builds in the observed CPV phase parame
d'0.0033 via a photon in a loop coupled to the CP
WWg vertex. In Appendix A we summarize why thes→d
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quark transition cannot be transformed away, while in Ap-
pendix B we provide further details supporting theDI51/2
rule via tadpole dominance forK0 decays.

II. CP VIOLATION DATA AND PHENOMENOLOGY

The most recent Particle Data Group~PDG! compilation
@1# of CP violation experiments now finds theK0→pp am-
plitude ratios

uh1 2u5UM ~KL→p1p2!

M ~KS→p1p2!
U5~2.26960.023!31023,

~1!

uh00u5UM ~KL→p0p0!

M ~KS→p0p0!
U5~2.25960.023!31023,

along with phase angles~defined relative toKS;K02K̄0

andKL;K01K̄0 states in theCP-conserving limit!

f1 2544.3°60.8°, f00543.3°61.3°. ~2!

Sinceh1 2 andh00 in ~1! are very close in magnitude, the
reasonable consequence

uh1 2u5uh00u5u«u'2.2631023 ~3!

then suggests that a possible direct CPV parameter«8 must
be extremely small, if not zero@2#. This is also compatible
with the most recent measurements of«8/« reported in@1#.

Semileptonic weak CPV has also been detected as

d5
G~KL

0→p2l1n!2G~KL
0→p1l2n!

G~KL
0→p2l1n!1G~KL

0→p1l2n!

5~3.2760.12!31023. ~4!

Since thisd in ~4! is related to the CPV parameter« in ~3! as
d'2 Re« or @4#

Re«5~1.63560.060!310235u«ucosf,
2421 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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assuming the magnitudeu«u from ~3! along with«850 leads
to the above phase anglef as being

f5arccos@Re«/u«u#543.7°. ~5!

Then becausef in ~5! is compatible withf1 2 ,f00 in ~2!,
one can characterize this CPV phasef by d52u«ucosf in
~4! above. We shall return to this CPV phased in Sec. V.

However, the most recent CPV data concernsKL→ppg
decay. Since the dominant CPV amplitude presumably is
to K0-K̄0 mixing, Ramberget al. @3# measured its effect via
the inner bremsstrahlungE1 amplitude, looking for any sig
nificant deviation from~1! or ~3! as a signal of direct emis
sionCP violation. Their result@3#,

uh1 2gu5UM ~KL→p1p2g,E1!

M ~KS→p1p2g,E1!
U5~2.1560.26!31023,

~6!

indicates that directCP violation ~beyondK0-K̄0 mixing! is
indeed small, bounded by

u«1 2g8 u/«,0.3

at the 90% confidence level.
Unitarity has been used@5# to link the FOW decay rate o

KS to the SOWKL-KS mass differenceDmLS . The latter
measured value@1#

DmLS /mK5~0.70560.003!310214, ~7!

and ignoring CPV then suggests keeping only the ov
whelmingly dominantpp intermediate states in the satur
tion of unitarity:

2DmLS'GS or f5arctan2DmLS /GS'45°, ~8!

as expected. But for the exact measured lifeti
tS5(0.892660.0012)310210 sec, Eq.~8! gives a more ac-
curate~CPV! phase angle determined by unitarity~while ig-
noring any«8):

f'arctan2DmLStS543.7°, ~9!

which is in very good agreement with~2! and ~5!.
The calculation of the inner bremsstrahlung~IB! CPV am-

plitude was given long ago@6,7# in the context of an effec
tive weak Lagrangian characterizingCP violation:

Lw;Tr~l7DmMDmM†!, ~10!

where M5exp(ifaga / f p), f p'93 MeV, DmM5]mM
1 ieAm@Q,M #, and Q is quark charge matrix diag
(2/3,21/3,21/3). Normalizing the overall amplitude t
M (KS→p1p2)5M and using~10!, the IBE1 squared am-
plitude integrating over phase space for photon energie
MeV leads to the CPV branching ratio@6,8#,

G IB~KL→p1p2g!/GKL
51.431025, ~11!

very near the observed ratio (1.5260.16)31025.
Using ~10! and ~11! as a starting point and employing

fourth-order derivative chiral Lagrangian@similar to ~10!#,
Ref. @8# estimated theCP-violating interference between th
due
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IB E1 amplitude giving~11! and a possible direct emission
~DE! E1 amplitude@only recently measured@3# to be small
in ~6!#. In fact Ref. @8# modeled little, if any, directCP
violation inKL→p1p2g decay beyond~IB! K0-K̄0 mixing.

III. QUARK MODEL GIM ENHANCEMENT
AND THE DI51/2 RULE

The above signals of CPV are always seen in neutral kao
weak decays. However, the latter kaon decays also obey a
other unique characteristic—DI51/2 enhancement with
pp decay ratesG1 2 /G00;2. To show that nature always
generates thisDI51/2 enhancement regardless of theCP
properties of the neutral kaon, we form the PDG branching
ratios in Ref. @1# for CP-conserving andCP-violating
K0→2p decays, respectively:

G1 2
S

G00
S 52.1960.02,

G1 2
L

G00
L 52.2260.09. ~12!

This dualDI51/2 enhancement in~12! can be generated
from a largeDI51/2 tadpole transition̂0uHw

PVuK0&, making
both the CP-conserving ^0uHw

PVuKS& and CP-violating
^0uHw

PVuKL& DI51/2 tadpoles also enhanced.
This being said, we now review a quark model version of

(CP-conserving! DI51/2 enhancement forK0→2p decays.
First recall the GIM quark chiral weak current in a~low
energy! SU~4! symmetry scheme@9# with gm

L5gm(12g5):

j m
w5c1~ ūgm

Ld1 c̄gm
L s!1s1~ ūgm

L s2 c̄gm
Ld!. ~13!

Using ~13!, the manifestDI51/2 weak self-energySsd de-
picted in Fig. 1 is@10,11# ~scaled to a charmed quark mass
mc'1.6 GeV!

Ssd5bd̄p” ~12g5!s,

2b5~GFs1c1 /8p2A2!~mc
22mu

2!'5.631028. ~14!

Note that the usual log-divergent self-energy is cancelled b
the GIM mechanism, signaled by themc

22mu
2 factor in ~14!.

In effect this GIM factormc
22mu

2 enhances the (DI51/2)
scale ofb and generates the observedDI51/2 rule. Since
many physicists believe that such an off-diagonal self-energ
as ~14! can be transformed away, we give explicit details of
why this is not the case in Appendix A. In the context of the
standard SU~2!3U~1! theory, Weinberg@12# has shown that
‘‘truly weak’’ ~tadpole! graphs ofO(amq

2/MW
2 ) @such as the

s→d tadpole in~14!# cannotbe rotated away.
While ~14! was computed in ’t Hooft–Feynman gauge

@13#, corrections to~14! are very smallO(@ms2md#
2/MW

2 )
in other covariant gauges@14#. But given~14! and the asso-
ciated weak current of Fig. 2, its divergence coupled with
current algebra and working on the kaon-mass shell the
gives @14#

FIG. 1. Single quark lines→d transition.
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qmMm52
1

2
^0uHwuK0&' iA2b fKmK

2 ~15!

~recalling that the strong axial current matrix element
^0uAm

62 i7uK0&5 iA2 f Kqm). Here the strong interaction kaon
decay constantf K'113 MeV is weighted by thes→d weak
scaleb from ~14! in the weak axial current in~15!. The
implied weak tadpole scale in~15! is then

u^0uHwuK0&u'2A2ub fKmK
2 u'4.431029 GeV3, ~16!

from which Fig. 3 for fp'93 MeV predicts theKS→pp
amplitude as@11,15# ~we review the link between theK0

tadpole andKS→pp decays in Appendix B!

uM ~KS→pp!u5
A2
2 f p

2 u^0HwuK0&uS 12
mp
2

mK
2 D

'2ubu~ f K / f p
2 !~mK

22mp
2 !

'3431028 GeV. ~17!

The latter is of courseDI51/2 enhanced, and is in fact nea
the observedKS→pp amplitude @1# 3731028 GeV. This
DI51/2 tadpole transition̂ 0uHwuK0& in ~16!, giving the
CP-conserving amplitude~17! as depicted in Fig. 3, also
generates aCP-violating amplitude. Both are compatible
with the observed branching ratios Eqs.~12!.

Apart from this FOW agreement, one can also check t
(CP-conserving! unitarity relation~8!, becoming~assuming
the dominance of the two pion intermediate states! when
employing Eq.~17! for q'0.416mK and f K / f p'1.22:

2DmLS'GS5
3q

16pmK
2 uM ~KS→pp!u2'4b2mK . ~18!

For ubu'5.631028 from ~14!, Eq. ~18! predictsDmLS to be

DmLS /mK'2b2'0.63310214, ~19!

reasonably near the observed value in~7!.
Alternatively one can examine SOWK0-K̄0 mixing in the

CP-conserving limit. Forf545°, theK0-K̄0 mass matrix
becomes, forl5^K̄0uHw

(2)uK0&,

S mK0
2 l

l m
K̄0
2 D→S mS

2 0

0 mL
2D , ~20!

which is diagonalized via

sin2f5
2l

mL
22mS

2'
l

DmLSmK
51. ~21!

In the spirit of the FOW currentMm in Fig. 2, the SOW
currentNm of Fig. 4 has the divergence found from the so

FIG. 2. First-order weakK0 to vacuum quark axial current.
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kaon theorem of current algebra@11,16#,

qmNm5 i f K^K̄0uHw
~2!uK0&' i2b2f KmK

2 , ~22!

or cancelling out the strong interaction scalef K in ~22!,

l5^K̄0uHw
~2!uK0&'2b2mK

2 . ~23!

Finally equating~21! and ~23! one is led to@16#

DmLS /mK'2b2'0.63310214, ~24!

which again recovers the quark model unitarity relation~19!
and is also compatible with the measuredDmLS in ~7!.

The fact that the GIM enhancedDI51/2 scale ofb in
~14! empirically matches the first order weak~FOW! K2p

amplitude in~17!, the unitarity-determinedKL-KS mass dif-
ferenceDmLS in ~19!, and the~SOW! quantum mechanical-
diagonalizedDmLS in ~24! lends strong support for the GIM
quark model SU~4! picture. In the next section we show that
the GIM mechanism also helps to resolve our centra
concern—that ofCP violation.

IV. CP VIOLATION AND THE WWg VERTEX

In order to extend this quark modelCP-conserving pic-
ture of Sec. III toCP violation ~CPV!, we consider a~non-
standard! CPVWWg vertex:

^gm~q!WbuWa&5 ielw«abmsq
s. ~25!

In the standard minimally coupled (CP-conserving! SU~2!
3U~1! theory, lw in ~25! would vanish. But in Ref.@17#,
Marciano and Queijeiro employed the CPV coupling~25!
together with the 1986 bound on the CPV neutron electric
dipole moment~EDM! udnu,6310225 e cm. The latter sets
a scale of the proposedlw CPV strength in~25!. They ap-
plied the ~nonstandard! U gaugega8a2ka8ka /MW

2 to two
W boson propagators coupled to a photon as in~25! to com-
pute CPV d→dg and u→ug constituent-quark radiative
transitions. Then using the usual quark wave functions for
ddu neutron, they concluded that the CPV neutron EDM has
the form @17#

udnu5
5eGFmNlw

24A2p2
X,

X5 ln
L2

MW
2 232

MW
2

L2 1
4 lnL2/MW

2

~L2/MW
2 !21

. ~26!

FIG. 3. K0→2p weak tadpole diagram.

FIG. 4. Second-order weakK0 to vacuum quark axial current.
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Next Ref.@17# assumed a very high ultraviolet~UV! cut-
off L2@MW

2 , in which case ~26! would suggest
ulwu,1023, so that the CPV vertex~25! would play a mini-
mal role in the observed CPV neutralK decays. More re-
cently, however, other physicists~concerned with
CP-conserving andCP-violating weak transitions! have ar-
gued @18,19# for a much lower weak cutoffL. From a
~strong interaction! dynamical mass perspective, the vect
mesonr mass of 770 MeV can be taken as an UV cuto
mass in aq̄q quark model framework. For weak interaction
this might correspond to an UV weak cutoff

L2

MW
2 ;1. ~27!

Alternatively using the Veltman formula@20# to eliminate
quadratically divergent SU~2!3U~1! ~tadpole! graphs, the
~Higgs boson massmH5L) UV cutoff becomes

L2

MW
2 54~mt

2/MW
2 !2~21MZ

2/MW
2 !;15, ~28!
or
ff
s

using the recent observations@21# that the top quark mass is
nearmt;170–200 GeV. Thus from the estimates~27! or
~28! we might expect an UV weak cutoff scale much les
than 104MW , but more likeL2/MW

2 ;1–15. Indeed in Ref.
@22#, precision electroweak tests are shown to be best sa
fied if lnL' lnMH . In fact if we assumeL

2/MW
2 ;5 midway

between~27! and~28!, the factorX in ~26! becomes 0.02. In
this case~26! and the measured lower bound on the CPV
neutron edmstill allows lw to be near unity.

Given thatlw'1 in the nonstandardWWg coupling~25!,
we now study thes→dg CPV transition depicted in Fig. 5.
Again using the nonstandardU gauge as in Ref.@17#, the
s→dgm(q) amplitude magnitude of Fig. 5 is@settingq50
once the«abmsq

s factor in theWWg coupling~25! is taken
into account#

FIG. 5. CP-violating s→dg graph.
uMmu5Uelw«abmsq
sE dkk

~2p!4
gw
2s1c1ga8~k”2p” !

8~k22MW
2 !2 F 1

~k2p!22mu
2 2

1

~k2p!22mc
2Ggb82~12g5!S ga8a2

ka8ka

MW
2 D S gb8b

2
kb8kb

MW
2 DU5UelwGFs1c15~mc

22mu
2!

8p2A26MW
2 U~gmp•q2pmq” !~12g5!. ~29!
-

-

t

As in theCP-conserving case of thes→d transition in~14!,
this CPVs→dg amplitude has been rendered finite via th
GIM mechanism. However, in~29! Mm is GIM suppressed
because (mc

22mu
2)MW

22;1024, whereas in~14! the factor
bd̄p” (12g5)s is GIM enhancedin this ‘‘truly weak’’ tadpole
of orderGFmc

2 ~also see@19#!.
Assuming then that the CPVs→dg amplitude ~29! is

scaled to a ‘‘large’’lw value;1, this amplitude is still GIM
suppressedand could not lead to measurable effects. Spec
cally this ‘‘very small’’ s→dg CPV amplitude~29! generates
an unobservable direct emission~DE!K0→p1p2g E1 tran-
sition which is CPV forKL decay. In fact this is the conclu
sion of measurements in Ref.@3# resulting in Eq.~6! based
on the interference between~negligible! CPV DE and non-
zero IBE1 transitions.

Although theWWg vertex ~25! does not lead to measur
able direct emission CPV effects~even if lw is as large as
unity! in the neutron edm in~26! or based on thes→dg
CPV transition in~29!, we suggest that thisWWg vertex
~25! with lw'1 could still generate the observed CPV in th
DI51/2 enhancedK0→2p amplitude via the CPV radia-
tively dresseds→d transition depicted in Fig. 6. Here the
‘‘dot’’ again refers to theW-mediatedu andc GIM loops of
Fig. 1, and this radiative correction would then generate
amplitude ratio roughly of order@23#

u«u5UM ~KL→pp!

M ~KS→pp!
U' ba/p

b
5a/p'2.3231023. ~30!
e

ifi-

e

he

Although the numerical coincidence between the observed
u«u'2.2631023 in ~3! anda/p was noted long ago@24,17#,
we suggest from~30! that Fig. 6 generated via the CPV
vertex WWg in ~25! with lw'1 coupled with the GIM
mechanism@enhanced in~14! but suppressed in~29!# may be
the origin of CPV inK0→2p decays. In~30! the DI51/2
enhancement factor ofb divides out in the construction of
theCP-violating ratio u«u and all that remains is the photon
self-energy factor ofa/p.

V. EXTENSION TO CKM MIXING

Here we attempt qualitatively to construct in the quark
model the flavor-mixing CKM matrix, but first focus on the
SU~4! Cabibbo sector. In Sec. III we used the SU~4! GIM @9#
weak current~13! expressed in the ‘‘mass basis’’@4# with
empirical Cabibbo angleuc'13° @1,25#. Alternatively one
could employ a weak quark current which is diagonal with
respect to the ‘‘gauge basis’’ weak SU~4! flavor fields
(u0 ,d0 ,s0 ,c0):

j m
w5ū0gm

Ld01 c̄0gm
L s0 . ~31!

FIG. 6. CP-violating s→d transitions via photon self-energy.
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Here the reference ‘‘diagonal in the gauge basis’’ refers to
charge-changing left-handed current which decouples
generationsu0 ,d0 and c0 ,s0 . The off-diagonalQ521/3
~weak flavor! quark mass matrix is then diagonalized in th
quark mass basis according to

S md0 lsd

lsd ms0
D→S md 0

0 msD . ~32!

Such a quark flavor realignment is characterized by the m
ing anglefsd defined through

d5d0cosfsd2s0sinfsd ,

s5d0sinfsd1s0cosfsd , ~33!

tan2fsd52lsd /~ms0
2md0

!,

in a manner similar to the SOWmixing ofK0 andK̄0 in ~20!.
Just as 2l(mKL

2 2mKS
2 )2151 in ~21! because theKL and

KS states have nearby masses~even in theCP-conserving
limit !, we argue by analogy that 2lsd(ms0

2md0
)2151 in

~33! sinces0 andd0 are presumably both light chiral quarks
with nearby masses in this latter gauge basis. In that c
~33! requires@26#

tan2fsd51 or fsd5p/8. ~34!

Also theQ5 2
3 c2u quark sector can be diagonalized i

a manner similar to~32! and ~33!:

S mu0 lcu

lcu mc0
D→S mu 0

0 mcD , ~35!

u5u0cosfcu2c0sinfcu ,

c5u0sinfcu1c0cosfcu , ~36!

tan2fcu52lcu /~mc0
2mu0

!.

Now, however, although theu quark is also a light chiral
quark~as ared ands), thec quark isnot a chiral quark but
is much heavier withmc@mu . Thus tan2fcu!1 and the
estimate in Ref.@26# suggests
a
he

e

x-

se

sin2fcu;Fms2md

mc2mu
G1/2'0.35 or fcu;10°, ~37!

for constituent quark mass differencesms2md;170 MeV
andmc2mu;1400 MeV.

In this SU~4! picture, the Cabibbo angleuc characterizes
themisalignmentof the weak quark currentj m

w expressed in
terms of the mass basis~13! versus the samej m

w being~gen-
eration! diagonal in the gauge basis~31!. Reexpressing the
latter back in terms of mass eigenstates,

j m
w5~ ū cosfcu1 c̄ sinfsu!gm

L ~d cosfsd1s sinfsd!

1~2ū sinfcu1 c̄ cosfcu!gm
L ~2d sinfsd1s cosfsd!,

comparing thisj m
w with ~13! and using trigonometric identi-

ties, one deduces that the Cabibbo angle satisfies

uC5fsd2fcu . ~38!

This fundamental relation has long been appreciated b
Fritzsch@27#, but we suggest that the minus sign in~38! is
what is significant. Substituting the estimates~34! and ~37!
into this difference relation~38! one obtains the Cabibbo
angle ‘‘mismatch’’

uC'22.5°210°512.5°, ~39!

in qualitative agreement with the empirical Cabibbo angle.
If the c quark were chirally light likeu, d, s or if all four

quarks were heavy likeb and t quarks, then the Cabibbo
angle defined by~38! would vanish. In fact the latter is what
happens for the Kobayashi-Maskawa~KM ! mixing angles
@26# u2 andu3 in the six-quark rather than the above four-
quark picture. In effect, it is the~heavy! c quark which con-
trols the size of the large Cabibbo angle in~39!, in much the
same manner that this samec quark drives the GIM-

enhancedDI5 1
2 K2p amplitude in ~14!–~17!. However,

there is no CPV in the SU~4! picture.
As is well known @1#, the six-quark CKM picture also

requires the CPV phase angled in ~4! to enter the
Cabibbo-KM ~CKM! 333 mixing matrix @28#
V5S Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb
D 5S c1 2s1c3 2s1s3

s1c2 c1c2c32s2s3e
id c1c2s31s2c3e

id

s1s2 c1s2c31c2s3e
id c1s2s32c2c3e

idD , ~40!

V→S c1 2s1 0

s1 c1 0

0 0 2~11 id!
D , ~41!
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in the limit of a real SU~4! Cabibbo submatrix with
u152uC andu2 ,u3→0. Then the complex CPV phase ap
pears only inVtb ~as originally suggested in Ref.@28#!.

To proceed with CPV, we convert the GIM-suppress
s→dg graph of Fig. 5 @driven by the CPV nonstandar
WWg vertex of ~25!# to theb→W2t CKM mixing graphs
for Vtb in Fig. 7 @the latter two diagrams again driven by th
CPV nonstandardWWg vertex in ~25!#. Just at the lowest
order b→t current in Fig. 7~a! gives Vtb

(0)521 from
2gwiegm(12g5), the first order correction of Fig. 7~c! gen-
erates the Feynman amplitude via~25! in the nonstandard
U gauge:

gw~ ielw!E d4k

~2p!4 Fgab2
kakb

MW
2 «bmdsk

sgdl

3F etc1
~k22MW

2 !k2~k22mt
2!G @ga~12g5!~k”2mt!gl#.

~42!

We have neglected Fig. 7~b! because it is suppressed relativ
to the larger propagatort mass in Fig. 7~c!. Using the Dirac
identity «malsgaglgs56igmg5 together withet5(2/3)e,
the sum ofVtb

(0)521 andVtb
(1) from ~42! generatesVtb in

~40! as

2Vtb'11 ilw~a/p!ln~11L2/mt
2!. ~43!

In ~43! we have neglected theW propagator mass occurrin
in ~42! relative to the largert quark mass. Taking the UV
cutoff in ~43! as in Sec. IVL2/mt

2;3 together withlw;1
and comparing with the CKM matrix in~41!, one obtains a
rough estimate of the CPV phase

d;~ ln4!a/p'0.003. ~44!

This qualitative CPV prediction~44! is not too distant
from the measured phased'0.0033. Of course one could
also consider other CKM representations such as tha
Wolfenstein@29#, whereVtb is taken as unity and the CPV
phase appears elsewhere.

VI. SUMMARY

We have studied smallCP-violating quark-mediated loop
graphs primarily in the presence of largeCP-conserving
DI51/2 K2p amplitudes, the latter driven by ans→d
W-mediated loop diagram. While the latterCP-conserving
loop amplitudes are GIM enhanced, the form
CP-violating loop amplitudes are GIM suppressed. Such
GIM enhancement-suppression pattern may explain both
DI51/2 rule forK0 decays and alsoCP violation ~which

FIG. 7. CKM b to t graphs~a! lowest order and~b! one-loop
order violatingCP.
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has so far only been detected in kaon weak decays!.
In Sec. II we reviewedCP-violation data, where recent

experiments suggest that theCP violation is characterized
by u«u'2.2631023 ~and «8'0) and is realized only by
K0-K̄0 mixing with f'43.7° for KS,L;(11«)K0

7(12«)K̄0. Then the CPV phase isd52u«ucosf'0.0033
in agreement with data@1#. In Sec. III we surveyed
DI51/2-enhancedCP-conserving K2p decays from the
viewpoint of first-order-weak transitions and from the non-
linear unitarity link to theKL-KS mass differenceDmLS .
Then we diagonalized the second-order-weak kaon mass m
trix to eliminatel5^K̄0uH (2)uK0& and again recovered the
empiricalDmLS . TheseCP-conserving graphs are all GIM
enhanced asGF(mc

22mu
2).

Then in Sec. IV we returned toCP violation via quark
loops coupled to a nonstandardWWg vertex. We showed
that such aCP-violating quark-mediated loop graph for an
s→dg transition is instead GIM suppressed as
GF(mc

22mu
2)/MW

2 , yet the CPV parameteru«u is roughly
a/p, as anticipated.

Finally in Sec. V we again used the nonstandardWWg
CPV vertex to construct one-loop order corrections to CKM
matrix elements. These loop graphs forV33 are controlled by
the very heavy top quark mass near@21# 200 GeV. Not sur-
prisingly, with a photon in the loop we find the CPV phase
d;a/p. In the Appendixes we review arguments for why
thes→d DI51/2 truly weak tadpole cannot be transformed
away as already anticipated by Weinberg@12#.

With hindsight, we have assumed thatCP violation
~CPV! may be seen only in« and that«850. Such was the
original suggestion of Wolfenstein’s superweak scheme@30#.
More recent alternative treatments ofDI51/2 enhancement
and CPV forK0 decays fold in strong interaction QCD ef-
fects in the weak Hamiltonian or account for QCD ‘‘pen-
guin’’ diagrams @31#. Early estimates ofDI51/2 penguin
effects, however, were more than an order of magnitude sh
of data@32#. Moreover, very recent improved treatments@33#
of QCD penguin contributions go beyond the leading log
approximation and find that at the cutoff scalem5mc the
K2p
0 penguin amplitude vanishes~in the high-voltage

scheme! and is less than 20% of the measured amplitude
whenm'1 GeV. Furthermore, Refs.@33# conclude that the
improved treatment of QCD penguin diagrams likewise lead
to a CPV parameter ratio«8/« which is also very small.
Consequently, QCD effects do not significantly alter the re
sults found in Secs. II–V of this paper concerningDI51/2
enhancement andCP violation for K0 weak decays.
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APPENDIX A

Here we spell out the reasons why thes→d quark
DI51/2 transition of Fig. 1 and Eq.~14! or the hadron
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DI51/2 tadpole transition̂ 0uHwuK0& of Fig. 3 and Eqs.
~15!–~17! cannot be transformed away. The original null~tad-
pole! theorem of Feinberg, Kabir, and Weinberg@34# refers
to ~on-shell! lepton weak decays. There it is suggested~and
reemphasized in Ref.@35#! that such a null~fermion! theo-
rem does not apply to fermionsfar off their mass shells. The
latter is the case for the weak tadpole in Fig. 3 depicted
s→d quark language in Fig. 8 for a~tightly bound! Nambu-
GoldstoneK0-s̄d weak tadpole at zero invariant momentu
transfer@35#.

Then there is the null theorem of Coleman and Glash
@36#, which rotates ad̄s term into the~semistrong! mass
matrix. Such ad̄s term is not the form of the neededd̄p” s
self-energy in Eq.~14! and so the null theorem of Ref.@36#
doesnot apply to thes→d transition in Sec. III.

Some physicists have suggested that thed̄p” s self-energy
in ~14! can be Fourier-transformed to a kinetic energy te
in an off-diagonal semistrong Lagrangian and thus redia
nalized away. However, the structure ofd̄p” s in ~14! derives
from the one-loop-order off-diagonal semistrong Lagrang
term. In fact the standard SU~2!3U~1! theory of Weinberg
and Salam@37# generates tadpole terms ofO(a) and of
O(amq

2/MW
2 ) @12#. While Weinberg shows that theO(a)

tadpoles are ‘‘purely electromagnetic’’ and can indeed be
moved, he also stresses that tadpoles ofO(amq

2/MW
2 ) are

‘‘truly weak’’ and cannotbe transformed away@12#. Need-
less to say, theSsd s→d tadpole in ~14! is of order
GFmc

25O(amq
2/MW

2 ); it is then one of Weinberg’s ‘‘truly
weak’’ tadpoles whichcannotbe so removed.

Lastly, in hadron language the~weak! kaon null tadpole
theorems@38# claiming ^0̃uHwuK0&5O(mK

4 ) are generated
by reducing in the heaviest kaon particle inK→2p decays
~as well as the light pions!. However, this vacuumu0̃& is of
all-orders strongplus first order weak@12#. On the other
hand, the old-fashioned perturbation theory~OFPT! ap-
proach used throughout this paper always keeps the deca
kaonon mass shell, so that our OFPT vacuumu0& is clearly
to all orders strong only @16#. So in our case
^0uHwuK0&5O(mK

2 ), which circumvents the null theorem
of Refs. @38# and ^0uHwuK0& cannot be so removed~sup-
pressed!.

While our OFPT quark mass matrixA can be rediagonal-
ized to the form@39#

A5S md Ssd
PC

Sds
PC ms D→B5S md8 0

0 ms8D , ~A1!

defining B as in the all-orders-strong plus first-order-we
quark basis, the effect of the off-diagonal self-ener
Ssd
PC5bd̄p” s is not completely abolished inB. In fact Ssd

PC

reentersB via the transformation anglef̃ convertingA→B
in analogy with the~quantum-mechanical! construction of
DmLS in ~21! or fsd in ~33!:

FIG. 8. DI5 1
2 K0 to vacuums-d quark loop tadpole.
in

m

ow

rm
go-

an

re-

ying

s

k
gy

tan2f̃5
2Ssd

PC

ms2md
, ~A2!

so it is clear that the effect ofSsd @i.e., in ~14!# cannotbe
completely eradicated.

APPENDIX B

Here we summarize two methods by which partially con-
served axial vector currents~PCAC! can be used to relate the
K0 tadpole to theK0→pp amplitudes. Then we discuss
DI51/2 single quark line transitions.

1. Strong interaction PCAC

The K0 tadpole graph of Fig. 3 generates the amplitude
magnitude

u^ppuHwuK0&u5
u^0uHwuK0&u
mK
220

MK0K̄0~0!→pp , ~B1!

where the strong interaction amplitudeM in ~B1! is a Wein-
berg type @40# of PCAC low-energy pp amplitude
(t2mp

2 )/ f p
2 ~in the t channel!. The latterpp→pp result is

extended toK0K̄0→pp scattering@41# as (t2mp
2 )/2 f p

2 , but
now with t5(pK20)25mK

2 on the decayingK0 mass shell.
Then theK0→pp amplitude magnitude in~B1! becomes the
anticipated result

u^ppuHwuK0&u5
u^0uHwuK0&u

2 f p
2 ~12mp

2 /mK
2 !, ~B2!

which is the first line of Eq.~17! in the text.

2. Weak interaction PCAC via weak chirality

Instead we derive the crucial PCAC-tadpole relation~B2!
in a totally different way by also starting from a Weinberg-
type @40# of strong interaction low-energy momentum
~PCAC! expansion, but now combined with the standard
weak chiral current algebra@Q1Q5 ,Hw#50 whenHw is
driven by V2A currents. More specifically, allowing the
weak spurion to carry off no four-momentum, one can ex-
press the weakK0→p ip j transition through second order in
momentum as@40,14#

^p ip j uHwuK0&5A~pK
21aipi

21ajpj
2!. ~B3!

Keeping theK0 meson always on mass shellpK
25mK

2 while
conserving four-momentumpK5pi1pj , the Cabibbo–Gell-
Mann theorem@42# requiring theK2p amplitudes~B3! to
vanish in the SU~3! limit when mK

2→mp
2 , in turn forces

a0521/2 in ~B3! for K0→2p0 decay. Also taking onep0

four-momentum soft, Eq.~B3! becomes

^p0p0uHwuK0&→ASmK
22

1

2
mK
2 D5

1

2
AmK

2 .

However, PCAC applied to the left-hand-side~lhs! of the
latter equation combined with weak chirality
@Q5 ,Hw#52@Q,Hw# requires
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^p0p0uHwuK0&→~2 i / f p!^p0u@Q5
3 ,Hw#uK0&

5~ i /2f p!^p0uHwuK0&.

Comparing the latter two equations uniquely determines
constant A5( i / f pmK

2 )^p0uHwuK0&, so that the on-shell
K0→2p0 amplitude in~B3! is

^p0p0uHwuK0&5~ i / f p!^p0uHwuK0&~12mp
2 /mK

2 !. ~B4!

Finally, one can simply reduce in thep0 on the rhs
K0→p0 weak transition again using PCAC and weak chira
ity,

^p0uHwuK0&→~2 i / f p!^0u@Q5
3 ,Hw#uK0&

5~ i /2f p!^0uHwuK0&,

so that~B4! becomes

^p0p0uHwuK0&52
^0uHwuK0&

2 f p
2 ~12mp

2 /mK
2 !. ~B5!

Although slightly more tedious to derive, Eq.~B5! indeed
matches the desired relation~B2!.

An even more complicated rapidly varying pole approa
@11,43# without directly employing PCAC also recover
~B5!. Moreover, Ref.@44# demonstrates that the chiral La
grangian of Cronin in Ref.@7# once again leads to~B4! or
~B5!. Alternatively one can bypass theK0 tadpole in~15! and
he

l-

h

-

~16! but still recover the second line of~17! by invoking
instead the soft pion theorem applied to the weak axial vec-
tor current

qmMm' i f p^p0uHwuK0&,

equate it toqmMm' iA2b fKmK
2 , and finally use~B4! above.

Thus we take ~B2! and ~B5! or Eq. ~17! as model-
independent results.

3. Single quark line scaleb

As the final step in understanding theDI51/2 rule for
K0→2p decays, we review theDI51/2s→d single quark
line ~SQL! weak transition scaleb obtained in Eq.~14!. Al-
though there is still some controversy concerning rotating
away this effect forK2p

0 decays~hopefully resolved in Ap-
pendix A!, there can be little or no other quark mechanism
for three specificDS51 baryon transitions:J2→S2g,
V2→J2p0, and the p-wave B→B8p combination
B(S0

1)1A3B(L2
0 ). All of these three baryon transitions

have empirical SQL scales averaging to@45#

bavg52~5.560.7!31028, ~B6!

which is extremely close to the SQLs→d scale~14! com-
puted as an off-diagonalW-mediated quark self-energy
b'25.631028.
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